Accelerating the Pace of
Innovation
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Innovators today face major challenges and opportunities

Data growing
in volume and
complexity

Cyber threats
and data privacy
compliance

Difficulty predicting
the future amidst
constant change

Doing more
with less

Knowing who to
partner with
and how

Spotting emerging
research trends

Interdisciplinary
data for research

“Free information”/
open science/
open data

AI / text
mining

Globalization &
regionalization
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Clarivate Analytics addresses these challenges

We’re the global leader in providing
trusted insights and analytics that
accelerate the pace of innovation.
Clarivate helps the world’s risk takers and
trailblazers radically reduce the time from
new idea to life-changing innovation.
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Clarivate
operates
at the center
of the
innovation
lifecycle.
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This gives us a unique
lens on the state of
innovation and the
challenges you face.
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A portfolio of trusted brands

Scientific and
Academic Research

Patent Research,
Intelligence and Services

Industry Codes
and Standards

Life Sciences
Intelligence and Analytics

Trademark Research
and Protection

Domain and Brand
Protection
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Darts-ip – Case law database

Darst-ip provides global information and analytics that support Intelectual Property
prosecution and litigation activities. Through the platform, IP professionals gain
unparalleled insights into IP rights, companies, jurisdictions, legal topics and market
trends. A dedicated team of local legal experts, in partnership with cuttingedge AI and
machine learning tools, extracts key data points from every case. Darts-ip’s smart
tools help win cases, build strategies and identify new opportunities.
What we offer
Darts-ip users can quickly search and track
more than 6 million cases covering
trademarks, patents, copyrights, designs &
models, domain names, and unfair
competition.
For
Lawyers, IP counsel, information
professionals, paralegals, IP executives in
corporations and law firms.
Competitive intelligence professional,
heads of research and development.

Key products
Trademarks cases
Patents cases
Designs & Models cases
Domain names cases
Copyrights cases
Unfair competition cases

•

Instant access to +6 million IP cases
collected from 140+ countries

•

34,000+ users globally use Darts-ip

•

3,600+ courts represented

•

Administrative and judicial cases
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Derwent – Patent Research, Intelligence and Services

Powering the innovation lifecycle with the world’s most trusted patent data,
applications and services, Derwent solutions are for inventors, patent attorneys, and
licensing specialists. Derwent Innovation, our flagship research platform powered by the
Derwent World Patents Index, is relied on every day around the world to monitor
technology trends and competitive landscapes, inform FTO opinions, prosecute patents,
monetize and license assets, and support litigation activities.

What we offer
Database products and services used for
searching and analyzing patents; IP
administration and prosecution support
services to support the IP lifecycle .
For
IP counsel, lawyers, information
professionals, heads of research and
development, licensing executives,
business strategists, business intelligence
analysts and M&A executives.

Key products
Derwent Innovation
Derwent Data Analyzer
Patent Research and Analytics
IP Docketing and Administrative Support
Translation Services

•

40+ Patent Offices rely on Derwent.

•

3M patent applications are examined using
Derwent.

•

40,000+ users globally use Derwent.

•

Our customers run 14M searches per year
using Derwent.

•

Derwent enables more than a $1B in patent
filing decisions annually.
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CompuMark – Trademark Research and Protection

CompuMark is the industry leader in trademark research and protection solutions.
We enable trademark and brand professionals worldwide to launch, expand and
protect strong brands through the highest quality global content; expert analysis;
superior trademark screening, search, and watch tools; and best-in-class service.
What we offer
Database products and services used to
evaluate new potential trademarks and
monitor existing trademarks for
infringement.
For
Trademark lawyers, paralegals, IP
executives, name generators and
competitive intelligence analysts in
corporations and law firms.

Key products
SAEGIS Trademark Screening Tools
TM go365 DIY Clearance Solution
Trademark Full Search
Trademark Watching
Copyright Searches
Custom Solutions

•

9 out of 10 of the world’s most valuable
brands choose CompuMark as their
trademark clearance and protection partner

•

Highest quality trademark database in the
world that draws on information from 186
trademark offices, and has been developed
over 30 years

•

Trusted by 91 out of 100 law firms

•

More than 2,500 customers have worked
with us for more than 10 years
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MarkMonitor – Domain and Brand Protection

MarkMonitor protects the revenues and reputations of the world’s leading brands
in the digital world through a unique combination of advanced technology,
comprehensive protection services and expertise. Our solutions are unique in that
they prioritize infringements your consumer is most likely to see.
What we offer
Proprietary software and services for
registering and managing portfolios
of domain names and providing online
brand protection, anti-piracy and
anti-fraud solutions.
For
Business executives, IP counsel, licensing
executives, strategists, business
developers and marketing executives.

Key products
IP Protection
Anti-Counterfeiting
Anti-Piracy solutions
Anti-Fraud solutions
Domain Management solutions

•

Over half of the Fortune 100 companies rely
on us to protect their brand and 97% of
them would recommend MarkMonitor

•

4 of 5 top tech companies are MarkMonitor
customers

•

10 of 10 most trafficked websites use
MarkMonitor domain management
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Cortellis – Life Sciences Intelligence and Analytics

Bringing together a diverse range of data across the drug and device innovation
lifecycle, our life sciences solutions give unique insights to improve success rates and
shorten time to market. Cortellis is the world’s most comprehensive suite of
solutions for life science professionals, providing unmatched content, intelligent
search, state of the art analytics, and consulting services.

What we offer
Database products and services used by
life sciences firms for drug research,
market intelligence, and regulatory
compliance.
For
Research and development, clinical,
regulatory, business development,
licensing and portfolio strategy
professionals at pharmaceutical,
biotechnology and generics companies.

Key products
Cortellis Competitive Intelligence
Cortellis Regulatory Intelligence
Cortellis Clinical Trials Intelligence
Cortellis Deals Intelligence
Integrity
MetaCore
Newport Premium
BioWorld
Life Sciences Professional Services

• Trusted by top 50 pharma companies
•

+60,000 Cortellis Users

•

+70,000 Drug Program Records

•

+300,000 Clinical Trial Records
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Techstreet – Industry Codes and Standards

Techstreet provides easy, immediate access to one of the world’s largest collections
of industry codes and standards, plus web-based workflow tools to help you manage
mission-critical information and make better decisions faster. Our solutions save
time and money, foster efficiencies and drive compliance with the latest industry
regulations to ensure better, safer products and services.

What we offer
Engineering industry standards, codes
and management tools for staying
compliant in electronic, print and
enterprise solutions.
For
Engineers in corporate, industry,
government and academic institutions.

Key products
Techstreet Store
Techstreet Enterprise

•

Instant access to +540,000 industry codes
and standards worldwide

•

+140 standards publishers partner with
Techstreet

•

Techstreet has been the leader in industry
codes and standards for 20 years
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Web of Science – Scientific and Academic Research

Web of Science is the world’s largest and most trusted publisher-neutral citation
index —helping researchers, research institutions, publishers, and funders discover
and assess the citation impact of over a century of research publications found in the
most prestigious books, conference proceedings, and journals. Web of Science
is comprised of the most complete and highest quality data—serving as the
foundation for the Journal Impact Factor, InCites, and other powerful and trusted
citation-impact measures.
What we offer
Comprehensive suite of database
products, services, and solutions
supporting the research lifecycle –
discovery, writing, publishing, assessment
and evaluation.
For
Students, researchers, librarians,
administrators, faculty at academic
institutions and government agencies,
funding agencies, research-intensive
corporations, publishers and authors.

Key products
Web of Science Platform
• Web of Science Core Collection
• Specialty Subject Indexes
• Regional Citation Indexes
EndNote
InCites
Journal Citation Reports
Essential Science Indicators
ResearcherID
ScholarOne
Publons
Kopernio
Converis
Professional Services
Web of Science Author Connect

•

Web of Science Core Collection includes
+1.4 billion cited references and +100 years
of research in the sciences, social sciences,
and arts and humanities

•

The Web of Science Platform provides
discovery and citation analytics across
+33,000 journals, books, conference
proceeding and more, from over 4,000
publishing partners

•

+7,000 leading government and academic
institutions and research intensive
corporations use Web of Science
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More than a century and a half of trusted insights

Zoological Records
founded by
Zoological Society
of London and
British Museum
SCIENTIFIC AND
ACADEMIC RESEARCH

BIOSIS founded by
Society of Bacteriologists
and Botanical Society
SCIENTIFIC AND ACADEMIC
RESEARCH

Monty Hyams begins
selling patent bulletins
from his home, Derwent
IP AND STANDARDS

Trademark research
companies CompuMark and
Thomson & Thomson
acquired by Thomson Corp

MarkMonitor
acquired by
Thomson Reuters

Clarivate Analytics
launched, following sale
of Thomson Reuters
Intellectual Property and
Science business
CLARIVATE ANALYTICS

MARKMONITOR

Kopernio acquired
SCIENTIFIC AND
ACADEMIC RESEARCH

COMPUMARK

2012
1864
1963

1980s

2011

2018
2016
2017

1926

1957

1997
2019

1955

Publons acquired

Cortellis launched
LIFE SCIENCES

SCIENTIFIC AND ACADEMIC
RESEARCH

Web of Science launched
ISI founded
Dr. Eugene Garfield
invents citation indexing
and searching

SCIENTIFIC AND ACADEMIC
RESEARCH

SCIENTIFIC AND ACADEMIC
RESEARCH

SCIENTIFIC AND ACADEMIC
RESEARCH

Clarivate is
publicly listed
through a
transaction with
Churchill Capital
Corp

CLARIVATE ANALYTICS
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We measure the state of innovation

"We believe the power of innovation
is a fundamental driver of economic
well-being, competitive advantage
and success, and we congratulate
these hundred companies that have
made such meaningful gains to usher
in the next era of global innovation.“
– Jay Nadler, CEO

Using insights from
Web of Science Group, Derwent
and Cortellis, the
Top 100 Global Innovators
report is the only objective
analysis of patent volume,
patent-grant success rates,
global reach and invention
influence, identifying without
bias the world's most innovative
organizations.

Clarivate Analytics is an independent company on a bold entrepreneurial mission to help our clients
radically reduce the time from new idea to life-changing innovation.
How can we help you?

clarivate.com/contact-us

